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QUESTION 1
What are two valid objects that can be created in DB2? (Choose two.)
A. Tree
B. Node
C. Trigger
D. Contexts
E. Sequence
Correct Answer: CE

QUESTION 2
Which DB2 product is a database cluster solution for non-mainframe platforms and is best suited for Online Transaction
Processing (OLTP) workloads?
A. DB2 Connect
B. DB2 pureScale
C. Workload Manager
D. High Availability Disaster Recovery
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 3
Which statement is true about an index that is used to support a UNIQUE constraint?
A. It must not contain more than one column.
B. It cannot be used in a referential constraint.
C. It must be defined with the UNIQUE attribute.
D. It must be defined as UNIQUE WHERE NOT NULL.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 4

If a table named MY_TAB contains 100 rows and the following statement is executed:

What will happen?
A. The last 5 rows in the table will be deleted.
B. The first 5 rows in the table will be deleted.
C. The statement will fail because a subquery cannot be used with a DELETE statement.
D. The statement will fail because a table name was not specified with the DELETE statement.
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 5
A table named EMPLOYEES was created as follows:

What will be the results?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 6
Which SQL statement would be used to retrieve only salaries that are greater than $100,000.00 from a table named
EMPLOYEE?
A. SELECT * FROM employee WHERE salary
B. SELECT salary FROM employee WHERE salary > 100000
C. SELECT salary FROM employee WHERE salary > 100,000.00
D. SELECT * FROM employee WHERE salary GREATER THAN 100000
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 7
By default, a column defined as a TIMESTAMP includes which attributes?
A. No fractional digits or time zone.
B. 6 fractional digits and no time zone.
C. 12 fractional digits plus a time zone.
D. 12 fractional digits and no time zone.
Correct Answer: B

QUESTION 8
Which method for restricting data access relies on a SQL search condition that describes what set of rows a user has
access to?
A. Authentication
B. Authorities and privileges
C. Label-based access control
D. Row and column access control
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 9
What is the minimum product required for DB2 connectivity across all platforms?
A. DB2 Personal Edition
B. DB2 Development Edition
C. DB2 Connect Personal Edition
D. DB2 Development Unlimited Edition
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 10
What takes place when a process accesses a data object on which it already holds a lock, and the access mode
requires a more restrictive lock than the one currently held?
A. Lock wait
B. Lock timeout
C. Lock escalation
D. Lock conversion
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 11
What factor influences lock escalation?
A. Table size
B. Buffer space
C. Number of locks
D. Available real storage
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 12
What needs to be defined in order to track changes made to a system-period temporal table over time?
A. Once the row-begin, row-end, and transaction-start-id columns are created, all changes are tracked.
B. A history table must be created with identical columns to the base table and a unique index must be defined on the
transaction-start-id column.

C. A history table must be created as a clone table of the base table after the row- begin, row-end, and transaction-startid columns have beendefined.
D. A history table must be created with identical columns to the base table and then the base table altered with the ADD
VERSIONING clause torelate it to the history table.
Correct Answer: D
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